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Abstract
Background and Objective: The candidate’s skill and mastery of competencies by the grades highly depend on the school’s performance.
No studies were yet found in Tanzania dealing with the 5 significant variables together in a multivariate vector approach even though
studies separately considering some of the variables were found. The general objective of the study was to cluster the secondary schools
of Simiyu Region of Tanzania according to their performance.  Materials  and  Methods:  The  study  is  based  on  data  available  from
44 secondary schools selected from the Simiyu Region of Tanzania. As 34 Government schools and 10 private schools were involved and
18/28 urban schools and 26/133 rural schools were considered. The performance of schools was analyzed by applying multivariate tools,
descriptive statistics, discriminant function and Mahalanobis distance. The performance of schools considered five variables-Number of
students who sat for the examination (Sat), number of students who passed the examination (Pass), Grade Point Average (GPA), regional
ranking (RR) and national ranking (NR) of schools. Results: Linear discriminant function 1 is more appropriate to classify the schools as
per their performance. Stacked histogram 1 is efficient to perform the disjointing of three groups of schools without duplication or
omission. The GPA and RR are the most influencing factors leading to the performance of schools. Most of the private schools were
classified as high performing while 2/3rd of government schools were lacking in moderate performance. The number of students enrolled
and sitting in the examination affects the rate of performance. Conclusion: The GPA contributes a higher part to the assessment of
performance. Among the 44 schools under consideration, 14 were classified as high performing. The authorities and education institutes
can adopt strategies to improve GPA and RR to secure high rankings in performance.
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INTRODUCTION

The candidate’s skill and mastery of competencies by the
grades contribute to attaining the level of performance of a
school   performance1.   By   separating   achievement   and
non-cognitive elements, Standards-Based Grading2 gives a
clear means to assess school performance. Billett3, Brown and
Knight4   studied   several   evaluation   strategies   used   to
assess student  performance  and  school  performance  in
work-integrated learning. These include validity and reliability
criterion-referenced assessment (CRA) used for comparative
assessment with specific criteria. One of the best predictors of
educational performance is GPA5. Researchers generally found
that, compared to other admission criteria, the GPA appears to
be a better predictor of accomplishment in higher education6.
The association between school performance and GPAs is
moderate to high. The link between a student’s self-report and
their actual GPA was moderately strong. The GPA and teacher
effectiveness are both linked to student satisfaction7. Hence,
the performance of the school and instructor’s assessments
are highly correlated8.

From 2013 to 2015, the Tanzanian Government changed
the secondary school grading system from total grading
system (TGS) to a Grade Point Average (GPA) in order to
include continuous assessment (CA) tests in students’ final
national Form IV examination result. However, in 2016, the
government changed the grading system from GPA to
divisions due to political and other issues9.

Social  and  education  status  and  educational  results
were highly associated in most of the schools in the US and
continue to influence the educational achievement of
institutions10.  In  the  United  Kingdom  secondary schools
have  a  separate  impact  on student achievement4. In
Australia,  many  longitudinal  studies  on  students  have 
been conducted and found that the students attending
private Non-Catholic schools are performing better than
students of State Schools along with independent private
school11.

A study conducted in Ethiopia concluded that students in
non-government secondary schools outperformed students
in government secondary schools. The environmental factors
including school distances, family, social and economic status,
lack of modern information and technology facilities, poor
learning and teaching infrastructures, the poor professional
status of facilitators and adequacy of teaching and learning
materials contribute to the effect of academic performance of
students in secondary schools. Furthermore, students from

moderate   socio-economic   and   educational   backgrounds
did better than those from higher socio-economic and
educational  backgrounds12.  Eamon13  and  Leonard14  studied
on SE status of students and concluded that those students
who came out from low socio-economic status showed low
performance in studies and obtained low scores compared to
those from well-off families and hence leading to poor
performance in their schools.

Now-a-days, the government of Tanzania is collaborating
with non-governmental institutions also to provide secondary
education to all citizens to improve the quality of life.
Education is offered free of cost up to Form VI and girls are
encouraged to complete secondary education in the
neighboring or even distant place of study from home. But
overall performance of some rural and interior schools was
dismal and their ranking in RR and NR are very poor. The GPA
achieved by many students in some areas were low affecting
the performance of schools. Laddunuri15 concluded that
students in Tanzania pass at a low percentage leading to low
school performance due to a lack of skilled teachers, poor
infrastructural facilities in schools and insufficient books in the
school library, as well as the economic circumstances and
frequent changes in the curriculum. Teachers’ lack of interest,
practice, desire and enthusiasm, as well as students’ view and
attitude toward the topic and a paucity of trained subject
teachers, all contribute to secondary school failure in Tanzania.
Moreover, according to a study conducted in Dodoma
Municipal, boys in both private and government schools
performed better than girls in the schools with the presence
of  laboratories,  teachers  and  classrooms.  According  to
Cilliers et al.16, big results now (BRN) in education in Tanzania,
the ranking effectiveness of learning and teaching was verified
as well as the drawback of the system was analyzed. The effect
of the size of students registered at Form IV and Form VI in the
schools of Tanzania was well studied and found a correlation
in  the  performance  of  schools.  In  a  working  paper  by
Research on Improving System of Education (RISE) the pass
rate at the secondary level is different with different types of
management of the school in Tanzania.

Letter grades, percentages and the 4.0 scale have typically
been utilized in school grading and reporting systems because
they are known and widely used by most educational
institutions17. A grading system that provides a lot of
information must be fair, precise, specific and speedy18 since
fair does not mean equality rather than consistency, it's about
equality of opportunity which classifies schools’ performance
in different levels.
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The link between a student’s self-report and their actual
GPA was moderately strong. The reciprocity effect can be used
to explain student grades and teacher evaluations19.
Furthermore, academic self-efficacy and school academic
motivation are also the best predictors of GPA.

Most of the studies on performance of schools or students
in Tanzania are done with univariate data. One of the variables
GPA, Pass or Sat was only considered to analyzed the
performance of the schools. But it is insufficient to assess
overall academic performance of a school as these variables
are highly correlated. Multivariate data consider variables
which are correlated between the variables and within the
variables. Also multivariate analysis deals with variance
covariance matrix which is describing possible dispersion
among  considered  variables20.  Along  with  them the
position of  schools  in  region and total is essential to evaluate
the performance of schools as a whole. The use of multivariate
data is important since any worthwhile treatment will have
various effects on subjects and the researcher can work with
a maximum amount of information for the study21,22.

This study is an eye-opener to parents, school
management and education departments, how to achieve
higher performance of schools and finally benefit students by
improving the five variables considered and among them
which will be given higher priority.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study area: The study area was the secondary schools in
Simiyu Region with respect to the Form IV examination results
of the year 2020.

A sample of 44 secondary schools was selected of which
34 government secondary schools and 10 private secondary
schools   were  involved. 18  out  of 28 urban secondary
schools and 26 out of 133 rural secondary schools were
selected in the sample.

Statistical analysis
Variance-covariance  matrix:  The  matrix  containing
population variance -covariance exhibits the variation within
and between variables in the variables of population
characteristics.

Let D(X) represent the variance-covariance matrix, then:

Σ = D(X) = E[(y-μ) y'] = E(yy'-μμ') (1)

The covariance is the measure of the linear relation
between two variables. The eigenvalue or characteristic root
indicates the ratio of the sum of squares between groups to
the sum of squares within groups. A good model should have

hold a higher eigenvalue maximizing the likelihood function.
In discriminant analysis the variable with high eigenvalue
indicates that it contributed much to the discrimination of the
groups.

Discriminant analysis: Johnson and Wichern23, defines
discriminant analysis as a multivariate statistical approach for
differentiating various sets of objects (observations) and
assigning new objects to previously specified groups. The
hypothesis that the group means of all the independent
variables for two or more groups are equal is tested using
discriminant analysis. A comparison of group centroids
evaluates the separation between groups due to discriminant
function.

The discriminant function is constructed using the
unstandardized coefficients, which are then used to compute
the discriminant score24.

Discriminant analysis as a multivariate statistical approach
to differentiate a set of objects (observations) and assign new
objects to specified groups already defined. Discriminant
functions are linear combinations of factors that maximize the
distance between mean vectors to best segregate groups. In
discriminant analysis and classification analysis the three
performance groups were formed by the researcher using the
GPA.  These are high group with GPA (1.0-2.5), moderate
group  with  GPA (2.6-3.5) and low group with GPA (3.6-5.0).
For  discriminant function analysis, group membership must
be mutually exclusive in which an observation does not
belong to more than one group. The coefficients of
discriminant functions are used to maximize group
differences.

Zqr = M+%1 X1r+%2 X2r+þ%n Xnr (2)

where, Zqr is the discriminant function, q is the score for object
r, M is the intercept, Xnr is the nth independent variable of the
object r, and %n is the discriminant coefficient for independent
variable Xnr. Discriminant function separates the group and
group centroid is a method to distinguish the groups25. Based
on the distance score of group observations from group
centroid different clusters were formed. Observing the
overlapping the similarity and dissimilarity of groups were
identified. Comparison of group centroids evaluates the
separation between groups due to discriminant function. It
also forecasts, to which group a given observation would
belong to, based on the distance between the observation’s
discriminant score and the group centroid. A little overlap
means the discriminant function can effectively separate the
groups, whereas a high overlap means the groups can’t be
adequately separated.
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Discriminant function: On school performance:

Performance = β1 Sat+β2 Pass+β3 GPA+β4 RR+β5 NR (3)

where, the performance was classified into three categories:
Low, moderate, high, so two functions.

On school size:

School size = β1 Sat+β2 Pass+β3 GPA+β4 RR+β5 NR (4) 

where, school size was classified into three categories-with
candidates <50, between 50 to 100 and >100, so two
functions.

On ownership of school:

School ownership = β1 Sat+β2 Pass+β3 GPA+β4 RR+β5 NR (5)

where, school was owned by government or private
institution so only one function.

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA): Mahalanobis distance
(MD) is used to scale each variable’s contribution to the
distance value in accordance with its level of variability.
Additionally, it considers the correlations between strongly
linked variables. The MD is:

(6)T 1D(X, µ) (X µ) (X µ)  

A linear boundary such as linear discriminant analysis,
(called Fisher’s Discriminant Analysis) is based on Mahalanobis
distance (MD) in which all classes are assured to have single
variance-covariance matrices26. The MD is a multivariate data
metric that is based on the centroid, a base or central point
that can be thought of as an overall mean. Bigger the MD,
farther the data point from the centroid27.

The LDA is calculated using the Mahalanobis’ distance:

(7)2 1
ik i k p i kd (x x )C (x x ) '  

where Cp is the pooled covariance matrix for the two classes
(groups32):

(8)1 1 2 2
P

1 2

(s -1) C +(s -1) CC =
s +s -2

where, Ck (C1 and C2) is the corresponding variance-covariance
matrix for that class.

Significance of statistical analysis: The results were
established using Statistical analysis-Discriminant Analysis
comprised by LD function, stacked histogram, variance
covariance matrix and discriminant function plot. All statistical
tests in the study was conducted at 5% level of significance.

RESULTS

Group  statistics:  Discriminant  analysis  was  followed  only
by testing for equivalence of means and standard deviations
from pooled mean and pooled standard deviation of the
groups and they should be significantly different, otherwise
discrimination of the groups is impossible. From Table 1, the
means and standard deviations were significantly different for
three groups from pooled means with a p-value equal to 0.043
indicating that discrimination of the group was possible.

Discriminant function
Eigenvalues: To determine the most discriminant function,
the eigenvalue of it should be of highest value.

The eigenvalue for function 1 was 9.671 and 1.143 for
function 2 and hence, function 1 was the best as shown in
Table 2. The multiple correlations (canonical correlations)
between the predictors and the discriminant function were
0.952 (95.20%) for function 1 and 0.730 for function 2 showing
the high relationship between the variables and the
independent variable. The higher discriminating power of the
generated function is shown by a lower Wilks’ lambda value
and a smaller p-value (<0.05) as shown in Table 2.

Standardized and unstandardized discriminant function
coefficient: The stability of discriminant function was
detected using standardized and unstandardized coefficients
and given in Table 3.

The RR has the highest coefficient of 10.942 and -11.894
for function1 and 2, respectively, implies that the regional
ranking was the highest discriminating variable that
discriminate the schools into their performance groups as
shown in Table 3. The positive coefficient of Pass, GPA and RR
ensures the increase of performance for the first function as a
good discriminant function and its power of discrimination is
87.95%, while for the second function, it is only 12.05%:

LD1 = -0.165Sat+0.183Pass+1.892GPA+10.942RR-3.416NR

LD2 = 0.123Sat-0.128Pass+3.309GPA-11.894RR+4.159NR

The power of discriminant function is determined by the
standardized coefficients in which the constants are
eliminated to reduce the scale effects and size effects.
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Table 1: Group Statistics
Means for groups Standard deviations for groups

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pooled Pooled
Mean Low Moderate High Standard Deviation Low Moderate High

Sat 50.3 83.85 87.214 50.30 38.81 37.44 45.57 30.02
Pass 72.068 74.60 84.000 50.30 36.15 33.31 43.31 30.02
GPA 3.3512 3.832 3.3628 2.373 0.2309 0.147 0.1769 0.390
RR 0.40929 0.708 0.24105 0.047 0.1329 0.159 0.1352 0.032
NR 0.27908 0.432 0.21413 0.064 0.1382 0.195 0.0616 0.035

Table 2: Eigenvalues and Wilk’s Lambda
Function Eigenvalue Variance (%) Canonical correlation Wilks’ Lambda Chi-square Degrees of freedom Significant
1 9.671 89.4 0.952 0.044 122.061 10 0.000
2 1.143 10.6 0.73 0.467 29.727 4 0.000

Table 3: Standardized and unstandardized discriminant function coefficients
Standardized function Unstandardized function

------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------
Variable 1 2 1 2
1Sat -0.165 0.123 -0.048 -1.033
2Pass 0.183 -0.128 0.061 0.033
3GPA 1.892 3.309 2.788 3.925
4RR 10.942 -11.894 7.92 -9.198
5NR -3.416 4.159 -4.334 2.899
Constants -12.086 -10.156
Proportion of trace 0.8795 0.1205
1Sat: Number of students sat for examination, 2Pass: Number of students passed the examination, 3GPA: Grade point average, 4RR: Regional ranking and 5NR: National
ranking

Table 4: Structure Matrix
Function

------------------------------------------------------
Variable 1 2
1GPA 0.805 0.447
2RR 0.686 -0.499
3NR 0.359 -0.132
4Pass 0.073 0.259
5Sat 0.100 0.223
1GPA: Grade point average, 2RR: Regional ranking, 3NR: National ranking, 4Pass:
Number of students passed the examination and 5Sat: Number of students sat
for examination

Structure matrix: The standardized discriminant coefficient of
the discriminant function does not tell us which variable is the
most influencing variable on discrimination, rather than the
structure matrix does. The canonical discriminant functions
and significant discriminating variables of pooled within-
group correlations were shown by the structure matrix on
Table 4. It is clearly seen that GPA and RR are mostly closely
associated with both functions 1 and 2.

Stacked histograms of the discriminant functions: The
stacked histogram is a graphical measure of the discriminant
function to separate the groups with a linear combination of
the independent variables. There are many as the number of
the discriminant functions available for discrimination.

Stacked histogram of discriminant function 1: The group
separation can be observed directly through the stacked
histogram of the discriminant functions. In the stacked
histogram, high, moderate and low groups were well
separated by the first discriminant function. For the high,
values vary from -6 to -3, for moderate the values were
between -2 and 1.5 and for low it was 1.5 to 6. These are
distinguishable maximum expanded values between (-6, 6) so
that the stacked histogram for discriminant function 1 is ideal
to discriminate the performance groups-high, moderate and
low. Due to this separation of groups, the discriminant
function predicts group membership of the schools by
increasing   the   group   distance   among   them.   There   are
12  schools  of  high  performance,  18  schools  of  low
performance  and  14  schools  of moderate performance in
Fig. 1. Also the split of schools in three disjoint intervals show
the frequencies were mutually exclusive so that the
discriminant function  1  accurately  discriminate  the 
performance  of schools Fig. 1.

Stacked histogram of discriminant function 2: The
classifications on linear discriminant function 2 over the
performance is not accurate as there are many overlapping in
the three groups as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1: Stacked histogram for LD1

Fig. 2: Stacked histogram for LD2

Number of schools vs performance: The classification on
linear discriminant function 2 over the performance is not
accurate, as there are many overlapping in the three groups as
shown  in  Fig. 1. As per split of disjoint performance group,
Fig. 1 showed that there are only 7 schools in high
performance group (1 school = 0.33 unit) 17 schools in low
performance group (1 school = 0.25 unit) and 20 schools in
moderate performing group (1 school = 0.25 unit). But this
classification is not perfect as there are colluding frequencies
in all the three performance groups.

Discriminant function plot: A discriminant function plot
represents the discriminant functions as they discriminate the
data point into their groups with regard to centroids Fig. 3
showed canonical discriminant functions of the groups with
their  group  centroids.  Function  1  discriminate  mostly  the
groups of performance of high, moderate and low combined.
High  performance  data  fall around  the  centroid  mean of
group 1,  moderate  group  data  fall around the centroid
mean  of  group  2 and low performance group data fall
around  group  mean  3.  Function  2  has   a   slight   trend  of 
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Fig. 3: Canonical discriminant function Plot

Table 5: Posterior probability of group prediction
Predicted group membership

-----------------------------------------------------
Group Observation/school category Low Moderate High Total Accuracy of prediction (%)
School ownership Government school 26 5 3 34 95.5

Private school 1 1 8 10 92.8
School size School with students less than 50 0 3 11 14 97.3

School with students greater than 50 and less than 100 10 3 1 14 96.7
School with students greater than 100 12 3 1 16 92.7

discrimination  between  high  and  low and it discriminates
only moderate. This indicated that function 1 has high power
of discrimination compared to function 2.

Posterior probability: The discriminant function uses the
posterior probability for predicting the observation into
required group of membership. In making prediction the
discriminant function considers the posterior probability with
the highest value. Table 5 provides the posterior probability
for  prediction  of  the  group membership. In Table 5, out of
34 government schools, 26 schools were predicted in low
performance group with an accuracy  of  95.5%  and  8  out  of
10 private secondary schools were predicted in the high
performance group with 92.8% of accuracy. Moreover, 11 out
of 14 secondary schools with students less than 50 were
predicted   in   high   performance   group   and   22   out    of
30 secondary schools with students greater than 50 were

accurately predicted in low group of performance. Hence, in
Table 5 every observation was predicted into its group of
origin.

DISCUSSION

The multivariate descriptive statistics is an ample
evidencing of significance of the variables. Coefficient of
variation is minimum in GPA (6.2%) and then in RR (30.1%)
indicating the significance of the measures used for
performance evaluation. The SDs are high in high performing
group (comparing CV) in all variables indicating that the
performance of high group is much differing from school to
school. In many studies percentage performance of schools
was found in Tanzania but the accuracy of prediction is not
realized. Also studies were mainly on GPA and number of
students sitting for examination is neutralized on percentages.
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It is only a study on basic descriptive statistics and no
innovative  models  on  performance  is  developed.
Cliffordson et al.6 in their studies considered GPA with
students  sat  for  examination  or  passed  in  the  examination.
So correlation on GPA with these variable is additionally
gained  and GPAs significance explained in their study is
undue as no covariance analysis is done in detail. Thus
multivariate  study  with discriminant  analysis  and  clustering
of schools according to performance using Mahalanobis
distance is scientifically more accurate and applicable in a
wide spectrum.

Schools’ performance are provided with regard to
students grades by Guskey27 and O’Connor28 and grades
upgrade students by O’Connor29 and classify student into
different classes by Vatterott30, gives way forward into
Universities or Colleges, according to Reeves31 and gives a
room for student sponsorships. Lowering or rising grades can
be used to manage a student’s conduct, also because of the
lower grade, the school performance can be low as well
described by Carifio and Carey32, however, high grade leads to
high school performance. Here this study also upholds the
significance of grades on school performance with the highest
significant variable among the 5 variable considered. Structure
matrix absolutely studying the significance of variable in the
vector upholds a highest coefficient 0.805 in LD1 and 0.447 in
LD2 exhibiting the importance of GPA and reliability of the
study.

Guskey and Bailey33 and Simon et al.34 recommend that,
grading  systems  based  on  standard-based  grading  (SBG)
differ in terms of relevance. By separating achievement and
non-cognitive elements, SBG equivalently GPA gives a clear
means to assess school performance described by Gatta et al.2.
In this study a school which does not meet the minimum
requirements of GPA 3.5 and above is considered to have had
a low academic performance. But it was also found that GPA
at secondary final examination is not correlating high with
GPA scored in higher studies and over all GPA is lower in
private schools even though the pass rate is high in Tanzania
government studies.

Laska and Juarez35 in their study contend that the use of
pass/fail  basis of performance evaluation achieved an
increase of 11.4% above the mean of semester GPA. Merva36

assert that a grading system is more informative compared to
the pass or fail reporting technique. Furthermore, when
students’ work is judged in percentages or letter grades rather
than the pass/fail system, they become more motivated. So
both grading effect and percentage pass and volume of
students were accounted in this study and it was verified the
contribution of such variables in performance analysis. This

give the significance of using two variables Sat and Pass to
identify the performance. The significant coefficients shown
in LD1 and LD2 for Sat and Pass again justifies the study. Also
in structure matrix this two variables contribute positive
values.

There are two significant values greater than one but the
first hold 90% variation information with very high canonical
correlation indicating the sufficiency of the first discriminant
function. The GPA is weighted with 1.892 and RR is multiplied
by 10.942 ensures the relative significance of the considered
variable in the performance analysis. As 0.8795 trace of
performance is achieved by the variables with respective
coefficients. The exact significance of each variable in
multivariable vector is identified by structure matrix, there
GPA and RR is far ahead of other variable. Finally stacked
histogram with non-overlapping frequencies in the divided
disjoint groups of low medium and high performing
categories for discriminant function 1 with posterior
probability greater than 0.9.

The  study  findings  agreed  with  Jimenez  et  al.37,
Jimenez et al.38 and Psacharopoulos39, who concluded that
schools in the private sector are often more efficient in
performance than those in the public sector, at both the
primary and secondary levels. The findings of this study shows
that urban secondary schools (including private schools)
perform better compared to rural secondary schools, this
concurs with the study of Kantabutra and Tang40, who
concluded that in terms of school accessibility and
performance, urban schools outperform rural schools.
Furthermore, the findings disagree with most of literatures,
that if all the necessary requirements for learning are available
the performance of the schools in rural and urban government
schools is the same.

In discriminant analysis the group means determine the
level of group in performance since the mean is the pooled
mean for the entirely group. From Table 4, 22 groups mean for
Sat in government schools was 85.2727 and for pass was
78.7727 less than Sat average. For private schools Sat average
and pass average were the same 33.400. The GPA for
government  was  3.6342  and  GPA  for  private  schools  was 
2.3178  showing  that  the performance in government
schools was lower compared to private schools. The RR for
government schools was 48% in position and for private
schools was 95.36% in regional position showing that most of
private schools occupied higher position region wise.
Moreover, NR for government schools was 63.41% while for
private schools was 93.61% showing that private schools were
higher in position national wise compared to government
schools.
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CONCLUSION

This paper described the analysis of multivariate data on
school performance with the use of discriminant analysis.
Under this study schools were classified into three groups of
performance, high, moderate and low and each school is
assigned to one of the categories with probability theory.
More than 90% of accuracy on detecting the schools into their
performance level is realized by the study. As 26/34 schools of
government sector are low performing while 8/10 of private
schools were high performing. As 10/14 and 12/16 schools
having more than 50 students enrolled are performing low.
This study is an eye opener to authorities and government on
improving the government school performance and
introducing more secondary schools to reduce size of the
student enrollment for Form IV.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT

This is a pioneer study in Tanzania on the performance of
schools considering multiple variables taken together. So far
many studies were found using univariate tools which is
inadequate as some of the variables are correlated. Also,
school performance is a conclusion of many factors and many
studies were conducted mainly on GPA. So this study
incorporates 5 important factors like the volume of students,
their success rates, GPA, etc., simultaneously. The schools were
classified into three Low, medium and high performance and
each school is identified into one of the categories. The
outcomes of the study are very important to improve the
status of many schools by changing their course of treatment
on such factors.
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